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“Many Roads to Reform” a Success
By Brian Corr and Christian J. Klossner

T

HERE ARE MANY WAYS TO DESCRIBE
NACOLE’s 2015 annual conference,
Many Roads to Reform. However, no matter how you look at it, one would have to say it
was a success. This year’s conference saw growth
in the content presented and tremendous
growth in attendance. This growth came after
a year of increased attention on police misconduct and greater calls for police accountability.

to be a preeminent resource as people across
the country and around the world watched the
national dialogue surrounding civilian oversight
continue to grow. Community members, oversight professionals, and experts in community/
police relations have continued to ask for more
information and opportunities to learn and share
with their peers.
In response, NACOLE increased the num-

advanced training, including topics such as police
tactics, open data, early intervention, and implicit
bias. In addition to our traditional tracks, we
introduced a new “Current and Emerging Issues”
track, which included sessions on prosecuting
police misconduct, LGBTQ policing policies,
police use of emerging technology and—so very
important in this point in our history—effective
community engagement and racial reconciliation.

Understanding the growth of NACOLE and its
expanding commitment to meet the needs of
its members and the broader civilian oversight
community provides valuable context for the
growth we saw at this year’s conference.
In the last year and a half, issues about policing and communities, justice, and the role of
civilian oversight have been a major focus of
a national conversation—in living rooms, city
councils, and the highest levels of government.
NACOLE has been part of that conversation
over the past several years and has continued

ber of sessions and the scope of the training
provided at this year’s conference. We then
organized the sessions into three unique “tracks,”
better serving the needs of a wider range of
people and working to be responsive to current
events and emerging trends.
We continued to offer our standard track
geared to those new to oversight and those at an
intermediate skill level by exploring topics such as
community engagement, assessing the credibility
of witnesses, and learning about the search and
seizures of persons. A second track focused on

With the shift to a three-track schedule, our
goal was to ensure that people found valuable
information and opportunities to learn and
connect with others—whatever their interest,
knowledge, or experience. We continued to
feature national experts, community activists,
and presenters from diverse backgrounds, experiences, and expertise in issues ranging from
emerging issues to new technologies, from new
approaches for practicing oversight to honing
basic skills, and from views of oversight at the
Please turn to “Many Roads to Reform” a Success on page 7
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Greetings from the President

T

HE 21ST ANNUAL NACOLE CONference in Riverside, California was an
incredible success in so many ways—it
was the highest attended conference to date by
a large margin; the expanded content featured
rich, informative sessions, knowledgeable speakers, and smart dialogue; and we saw participation and engagement from a number of our
long-time supporters, as well as from many new
members and first-time attendees. Thank you
for your part in making it a success!
I am extremely grateful to have been elected
to serve my third and final term as President
of NACOLE—I am truly humbled by your
trust and support. This year we will be focusing on our comprehensive strategic planning
initiative, “NACOLE in 2020,” as well as our
commitment to increase the menu of available

training and networking opportunities across
the nation. We will spend the next six to nine
months gathering input from you, our members, our partners and supporters, and other
experts. This is a critical time and we have been
seeing a growing awareness of, and interest
in, civilian oversight and the important role it
plays—and that NACOLE plays—in enhancing
accountability and transparency in policing
and building public trust. NACOLE in 2020
will help to ensure that NACOLE is positioned
for success now and well into the future, and
we look forward to working with you on this
JNQPSUBOUFOEFBWPSt
Brian Buchner is the president of NACOLE
and policy director for Los Angeles Mayor Eric
Garcetti’s Office of Public Safety.

A Note of Gratitude
The NACOLE Board of Directors extends special gratitude and thanks to
Immediate Past President Ilana Rosenzweig and Member-at-Large Christian

Brian Buchner, NACOLE President

SAVE THE
DATE!

Klossner, who recently stepped down from the Board of Directors. Ilana was
replaced by NACOLE Founder Don Casimere, and Christian was replaced by
Margo Frasier. We are saddened to see them both leave the Board, but are
excited to work with Don and Margo as the organization continues looking
forward to “NACOLE in 2020”—the organization’s strategic planning initiative. t

On Friday, December 4, 2015, NACOLE and the University of the District of Columbia, David
A. Clarke School of Law will be co-hosting a symposium, Looking to the Future of Civilian
Oversight, in Washington, DC on the law school’s campus. Topics will include:
n Why does police accountability matter?
n Community oversight of the police
n Emerging role of (big) data in police oversight and reform
n The future of civilian oversight
A full agenda and additional information can be found on the NACOLE website.
Space is limited, so please REGISTER TODAY by clicking here!
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NACOLE
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New Mexico
September 25–29, 2016

Keynote Remarks from Vanita Gupta
Principal Deputy Assistant Attorney General,
United States Department of Justice

G

OOD MORNING. I WANT TO THANK
Brian Buchner and the National Association of Civilian Oversight in Law
Enforcement (NACOLE) for this invitation.
It’s an honor to speak with you this morning about the Civil Rights Division’s work in
ensuring constitutional policing, building
police-community trust and—related to those
outcomes—the importance of accountability
and community engagement. I have been at the
helm of the division just about one year and it
has been a year when, you won’t be surprised
to hear, these issues have predominated. They
have been a priority not just for the Civil Rights
Division, but also for the Department of Justice
writ large.
We’ve all heard the names.
Eric Garner. John Crawford. Tamir Rice.
We know the tragic stories.
Rekia Boyd. Walter Scott. Freddie Gray.
And we’ve witnessed the sobering public
reactions…in Ferguson, New York, Baltimore…
and right here in New Jersey.
While the facts of many of these cases have
been disputed or remain under investigation, we
can all agree that the deaths of these individuals have been tragic. And they have revealed
the distance between law enforcement and local
communities, particularly low-income communities of color.
Over the past year, this job has taken me to
cities across the country. I have sat down with
those who have lost children in officer-involved
shootings—their pain is real and profound. I have

spoken with young people who tell me they have
lost faith in our justice system. Many of them
see police as preying on, rather than protecting
them. They complain that the police don’t value
their rights, or indeed, their lives. They speak
of the frequent humiliation in encounters with
the police. They talk about being tired of being
viewed as criminals first, human beings second.
In the very same cities where residents tell me
they feel marginalized, I hear from officers who
feel attacked and undervalued. They talk about
slashed department budgets, resulting in drastic
cuts for community policing and neighborhood
patrols. They talk about how the actions of a few
bad actors have tarnished the whole profession.
They speak about being blamed for policies not
of their making. They point out that no one talks
about the tens of thousands of times situations
don’t escalate. They talk about how the daily
stress of their jobs takes a toll.
There is truth in both of these perspectives.
But the thing I’m struck most by is the wide gap,
both in empathy and in language, between these
two sets of conversations.
There is one thing, though, that everyone
agrees on: we are facing serious challenges
when it comes to the erosion of trust between
America’s law enforcement officers and the communities they serve.
And the consequences of this distrust can be
devastating. Where people perceive the criminal
justice system to be arbitrary, biased and unfair,
they are less likely to cooperate with law enforcement, to help law enforcement solve or prevent

crime, making us all less safe. And, over time,
the distrust and alienation experienced in some
communities can build into a powder keg of
resentment, ready to be ignited by a single tragic
incident. We have seen this over and over—at
least as far back as Watts in 1965, in Los Angeles
after the Rodney King verdict in 1992, in Ferguson in 2014, and in Baltimore this year.
The first step in addressing the lack of trust
is acknowledging its sources. Mistrust can’t be
explained away as the kneejerk reaction of the
ill-informed or the hyperbolic.
FBI Director James Comey has noted that,
“[a]t many points in American history, law
enforcement enforced the status quo, a status
quo that was often brutally unfair to disfavored
groups.” As Commissioner [William] Bratton
explained, this history has an enduring effect.
“None of us did these things,” he told an audience of officers. He said, “None of us were troopers on the bridge at Selma. But it doesn’t matter
that these things happened before many of us
were even born. What matters is that our history
follows us like a second shadow.”
The mistrust is also the product of lived experience, of negative interactions that communities
have had with law enforcement. Something as
quietly humiliating as being mistreated during
a traffic stop. Stories can circulate through a
neighborhood—or these days, across the nation
via social media. Over time, they can build into a
painful narrative that divides community members and police.
The lack of trust also undeniably results
from our criminal justice policies over the last
few decades, and the concentrated impact they
have had on poor and minority communities.
Law enforcement practices such as we saw in
Ferguson regarding the targeting of the African
American community to generate revenue. Sentencing policies that result in mass incarceration,
particularly of people of color accused of low
level crimes. And the devastating consequences
that convictions have had on individuals’ ability
to find work, secure stable housing and reintegrate into society. We are now witnessing a
tectonic shift on these issues as people on both
sides of the political aisle are reevaluating our
approach to criminal justice so that we can take
a more targeted, effective and fair approach to
public safety.
At the Civil Rights Division, rebuilding policecommunity trust is not just a civil rights priority
but also a public safety and officer safety priority.
Partly, we contribute to this process by holding individual officers accountable for criminal
misconduct. We have prosecuted over 350 law
Please turn to “Keynote Remarks” on page 4
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Keynote Remarks
Continued from page 3

enforcement officers since 2009. Under federal
law, we have a single criminal statute, which
requires us to prove beyond a reasonable doubt
that the officer willfully deprived the victim of
his constitutional rights. It’s the highest intent
standard in criminal law. We are aggressive but
thorough and fair, following the evidence where
it leads, whether that means an indictment or
closing the case.
Criminal prosecution, though important, is a
limited tool. It gets at individual accountability.
That’s why we also engage in systemic reform—
investigating local law enforcement agencies
where we believe there may be a pattern or practice of constitutional violations, such as excessive
force or racial profiling. Our investigations rely
on intensive community and law enforcement

t 4UPQTXJUIPVUSFBTPOBCMFTVTQJDJPOBOE
arrests without probable cause, in violation of
the Fourth Amendment;
t &YDFTTJWFGPSDFJOWJPMBUJPOPGUIF'PVSUI
Amendment;
t 6OMBXGVMJOUFSGFSFODFXJUI'JSTU"NFOEment rights, including the right to record and to
protest police activity;
t %JTDSJNJOBUJPOBHBJOTU"GSJDBO"NFSJDBOT
in violation of the 14th Amendment and federal
statutory law; and
t 7JPMBUJPOPGEVFQSPDFTTBOEFRVBMQSPUFDtion in the operation of its Municipal Court.
We found that this unconstitutional conduct
stems from the interaction of two dynamics:
Ferguson’s undue focus on revenue generation
through policing and pervasive racial bias in the

Current and former members of the NACOLE Board of Directors with Keynote Speaker
Vanita Gupta (center).
input, experts including current or former police
chiefs, and extensive document and data review.
Over the past six years, we have opened
22 investigations of law enforcement agencies
across the country, and have reached agreements
in 19 jurisdictions to correct unconstitutional
police practices.
An example of this work is our investigation
of the Ferguson, Missouri, Police Department
(FPD). In Ferguson, we found a community
where unlawful police practices created an
intensely charged atmosphere where people
feel under siege by those charged to serve and
protect them. As explained in our report from
March of this year, we determined that the FPD
engages in a pattern or practice of conduct that
violates the United States Constitution and federal law, including:

4

police department and court system.
These dynamics fostered unconstitutional
practices at nearly every level of Ferguson’s law
enforcement system. One example: during the
summer of 2012, a Ferguson officer detained a
32-year-old African American man who had
just finished playing basketball at a park. The
officer approached while the man was sitting in
his car, cooling off. The car’s windows appeared
to be more heavily tinted than Ferguson’s code
allowed, so the officer may have had grounds to
question him. But, with no apparent justification,
the officer proceeded to escalate the situation,
accusing the man of being a pedophile. He prohibited the man from using his cell phone and
ordered him out of his car for a pat-down search,
even though he had no reason to suspect that the
man was armed. And when the man objected—
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citing his constitutional rights—the police officer
drew his gun, pointed it at the man’s head and
arrested him on eight different counts. The arrest
caused the man to lose his job.
We observed that even minor code violations
can sometimes result in multiple arrests, jail time
and payments that exceed the cost of the original
ticket many times over.
For example, in 2007, one woman received
two parking tickets that—together—totaled $152.
To date, she has paid $550 in fines and fees to
the city of Ferguson. She’s been arrested twice for
having unpaid tickets and she has spent six days
in jail. Yet she still—inexplicably—owes Ferguson
$541. Her story is only one of dozens of similar
accounts that our investigation uncovered.
This case—and there were many like it—
reflects the choice Ferguson made to let revenue
generation drive policing. We uncovered emails
explicitly stating that enforcement strategies had
been undertaken “to fill the revenue pipeline.”
Officers were instructed to take ticketing “to
the next level” or risk “disciplinary action.” The
amount collected in fines and fees exploded,
nearly tripling from $1.38 million in 2010 to
a projected almost $3.1 million in 2015. There
were 50 percent more tickets issued in 2014
than in 2010—even though Ferguson’s population did not change.
We also found evidence of unlawful discrimination in Ferguson. African Americans make up
67 percent of the population, but from 2012 to
2014, they constituted:
t QFSDFOUPGUIFQFPQMFTVCKFDUUPB
vehicle stop;
t QFSDFOUPGQFPQMFXIPSFDFJWFEBDJUBtion; and
t QFSDFOUPGQFPQMFBSSFTUFE
And discretionary police actions were overwhelmingly concentrated on the black population.
To take just one example, 95 percent of “manner
of walking in roadway” charges—that’s jaywalking—were levied against African Americans.
We found racial disparities in virtually every
available metric. From 2012 to 2014, African
Americans were more than twice as likely as
white drivers to be searched during vehicle stops,
but 26 percent less likely to be found in possession of contraband. In 88 percent of cases in
which FPD documented the use of force, force
was used against African Americans. In all cases
in which canines were used against subjects for
whom racial information is available, the subject
was African American.
The evidence of racial bias comes not only
from statistics, but also from disturbing email
messages sent by police and court supervisors.
One email depicted President Obama as a chimpanzee. Another joked about a man who applied
for welfare for his dogs because they are “mixed
in color, unemployed, lazy, can’t speak English,
and have no friggin’ clue who their daddies are.”

Another joked that a black woman received
$5,000 from “Crimestoppers” for having an
abortion. The emails were incontrovertible evidence of a culture infected by racial bias.
These findings reveal that the public trust
in Ferguson law enforcement and its criminal
justice system, especially among African Americans, was damaged long before August 2014.
When there is this level of broad community
distrust, public safety suffers and the job of delivering police services is rendered more difficult
and more dangerous.
We are currently working toward reform in
Ferguson. The agreements that come out of these
cases—court-enforceable, independently monitored consent decrees—can serve as blueprints
for reform around the country. They incorporate
elements we have found are essential to rebuilding trust and police legitimacy.
Each is locally tailored, but there are common themes among them:
t 1PMJDFDPNNBOEFSTNVTUDSFBUFPQQPSUVOJties for line officers to have positive interactions,
outside of the enforcement context, with individuals they may encounter as victims, witnesses
or subjects. This is a fundamental component of
community policing.
t 4USVDUVSFEDPNNVOJUZFOHBHFNFOUJT
vital. There are a host of models for that, and
each community must determine which works
best for it. I’ll come back to this in a moment.
t *NQSPQFSCJBTCPUIFYQMJDJUBOEJNQMJDJU
bias—must be identified and corrected. The science shows that we all hold biases we aren’t aware
of. But by identifying them, we can learn to manage them. And of course, positive interactions are
key to reducing unconscious stereotyping.
t 5SBJOJOH PGDPVSTF JTLFZćFSFJTQBSUJDularly groundbreaking and innovative research
and training on de-escalation that is changing use of force norms. PERF (Police Executive Research Forum) and police departments
around the country, like Seattle (SPD), are helping to lead the charge.
t 8FOFFECFUUFSSFTFBSDIBOEEBUB5P
ensure policing is done constitutionally and
without discrimination, police departments
must collect data on their pedestrian and vehicle
stops, frisks, searches, arrests; covering important demographic information, such as race and
gender. There is simply too much we don’t know
that we should.
t %FQBSUNFOUTNVTUBMTPDPNNJUUPUSBOTparency, because the more communities know
about police activity, the more operations can
reflect community values and priorities.
t ćFSFNVTUBMTPCFGBJS DPOTJTUFOUBOE
robust internal and external systems of accountability so that police departments can course
correct when problems are identified. It’s not
fair to the public or to officers, for example, if
internal affairs investigations are inconsistent,

or if there’s a mismatch between officer conduct
and discipline.
t 0ďDFSTBGFUZBOEXFMMOFTTJTWJUBMMZJNQPStant and too often ignored. The overwhelming
majority of police officers are driven to the police
academy out of a commitment to public service
and a desire to make an impact in their communities. But the truth is, we ask more from our
police officers that anyone reasonably can expect.
We have thrown the criminal justice system at
so many of our social problems—mental illness,
alcohol and drug addiction, school discipline
challenges—and given officers essentially two
tools to deal with them: arrest and incarceration.
Officers need training to ensure de-escalation
with those in crisis and respectful interactions
with LGBTI persons, immigrants with language

“Ongoing community
engagement is critical
to ensuring that police
departments are
democratically
accountable institutions.”
barriers and other vulnerable populations. Critically, we also owe it to officers to provide them
the professional support to cope with the stress
and trauma they encounter on the job.
t "OEQSPDFEVSBMKVTUJDFNBUUFST3FTFBSDI
shows that being treated fairly and respectfully
matters as much as the ultimate result of a person’s interaction with police. People want and
need to trust the police. Trust is formed not
just through words but through deeds as well.
At its core, constitutional policing must involve
the treatment of fellow human beings, regardless of salary, race or stature, with compassion,
respect and dignity.
I want to spend a few more minutes on community engagement, which I know is important
to so many of you. For many of us who have been
engaged on criminal justice reform for many
years, this past year’s events were not a result of
a new phenomenon or new set of concerns. It
was just that community mobilization and video
recordings elevated the issue for the nation once
again. And in some ways, this past year has really
highlighted grassroots community engagement
with policing on the streets—the ubiquitous
phone documentation of law enforcement interactions with civilians. Combined with social
media, this has created a new form of engagement. But we also know that video doesn’t always
tell the whole story because it may capture only

a brief moment of time from one perspective.
Nor is it a substitute for sustained, structured and
empowered community engagement.
At the Civil Rights Division, we make it a priority to hear directly from community members
during our investigations and in the remedial
process. By the same token, we believe community input and oversight are essential to reform
that will last. Ongoing community engagement
is critical to ensuring that police departments are
democratically accountable institutions. So we
require these in our consent decrees.
Community input is critical to the legitimacy
and enduring success of any reforms. That’s
why our findings letters are public—meaningful community engagement starts with a public
accounting of what’s broken. It’s also why when
developing reforms, we don’t endorse any single
model of civilian oversight ex ante. Instead, we
consider the existing dynamics and rely on the
input of the community.
In Cleveland, for example, there already
existed a civilian oversight body that investigated
complaints of misconduct and recommended
discipline. Overwhelmingly, we heard from the
community that it wanted this body to remain
in place, but to be strengthened. So we negotiated a consent decree that reflected those wishes
and created supplemental structures, such as a
community police commission to weigh in the
on police department policies and training. This
commission has 13 members representing a
variety of stakeholders, including civil rights and
police union leaders.
In Seattle, the agreements also required
the creation of a commission, including broad
community and officer representation, to make
recommendations regarding police practices.
That commission has now been in place for
more than two years, and although there have
been bumps along the road, we are committed to
making the commission’s voice strong, because it
is essential to our reform efforts.
Seattle also has a Crisis Intervention Committee (CIC), an interagency group composed of
a cross-section of stakeholders, including mental
health professionals, clinicians, community
advocates, academics, representatives of the judiciary and Seattle PD. The CIC develops critical
components of the SPD’s strategy for engaging
with individuals who are in behavioral crisis.
Our Portland agreement aims to change the
way officers interact with people in behavioral
health crisis, and ensure that those encounters
don’t result in unnecessary force. That agreement
restructured existing mechanisms to create a
community oversight and advisory board to help
implement agreed reforms.
More broadly, we need much more data and
research on what models of community engagement and civilian oversight work best in differPlease turn to “Keynote Remarks” on page 6
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ent communities. The work of NACOLE and all
of you involved in this issue will be incredibly
important to us going forward.
Before I finish, there are a few things that
bear highlighting.
First, there is no contradiction between constitutional policing and public safety. There is
no contradiction between us caring about police
officers and making sure our laws are applied
fairly. In fact, if we do this right, police practices
that accord with the law will result in greater
trust, more mutual respect and less crime. The
community will work with law enforcement to
solve and to prevent crime.
Second, we cannot have a conversation
about policing in isolation of broader systemic
inequality. Many of the problems in our criminal justice system reflect structural barriers to
opportunity. The elevated conversation gives
us an opportunity to connect these dots and
address inequalities in housing, education, access
to transportation, good jobs and more. These
things are undeniably related.
Third, ensuring fair, constitutional policing and building community trust is a national
challenge, but it calls for local solutions. Yes,
the commitment of the Justice Department is
important. Ultimately, however, police departments and communities will achieve progress
because of the hard work of officers, union leaders, advocates, elected officials and everyday
people. Residents who have experienced crime
and who have ideas about how to fight it. Local
leaders who have the courage to reorient law
enforcement culture. It will be people like all of
you who create lasting change.
Finally, let’s remember that building trust is
a long, ongoing process. Like in any part of life,
relationships can take years to form, but can be
easily broken. We can repair these relationships,
but it won’t happen quickly, and it can’t start
the day after a critical incident. It takes years of
commitment.
This work is like being part of a family—it’s
loud, large, and messy. And let’s be real, no
one likes everyone in their family. So we’re not
always going to agree. We’re going to get on each
other’s nerves sometimes. We’re going to offend
each other sometimes. We’re going to argue.
If we would take the time to listen—really listen—and understand why most protestors take
to the streets, why police officers risk their lives
every day, we would find that, while perspectives
may differ, people’s aspirations—and their values—tend to be very similar.
We all want safer streets. We all want stronger
communities. We all believe in justice.
Working together, we have the power to
accomplish all three. Working together, we have
the power to advance the pursuit of justice that
has always bound this nation together. Thank
ZPVWFSZNVDIt
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Eight Scholarships
Awarded to 2015
Annual Conference

I

N 2012, NACOLE ESTABLISHED A SCHOLARSHIP
fund to offer financial support to individuals
wishing to attend the Annual Conference—
expanding the reach of civilian oversight and
promoting participation by individuals from
a broad spectrum of social, economic, racial,
ethnic, and cultural backgrounds. The Scholarship Fund supports and strengthens the work of
civilian oversight practitioners and communities
by providing access to a broad range of oversight
information, best practices, and professional
networks. The NACOLE Annual Conference
Scholarship Fund is made possible by generous
donations from individuals and organizations
across the country.
Due to scholarship fundraising in Kansas City
exceeding expectations, the NACOLE Scholarship
Committee was able to award eight scholarships
for people to attend the 2015 NACOLE Conference in Riverside, CA. The Founders’ Community
Scholarship Award was given to Deborah Jacobs,
Torin Jacobs, Olga I. Orraca-Paredes, and Melissa
Smith. Lynn Erickson and Marielle A. Moore
received the Presidents’ Scholarship Award; and
the Membership Scholarship Award was given to
Aisha Miles and Richard Olquin.
The Scholarship Committee is pleased to
report that through the Annual Scholarship Dinner, Silent Auction, and the generosity of members and conference attendees in Riverside, the
Annual Scholarship Fund raised $7025 towards
scholarships for people to attend the 2016 conference in Albuquerque. On behalf of the Scholarship
Committee, we thank you for your support. Scholarship applications for the 2016 conference will
be available in early spring—visit www.nacole.org
for more information.t
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local level to international perspectives.
The growth of this year’s conference can
also be measured in terms of numbers. While
the annual conference has been growing for
several years, this year we had 487 attendees—a
56% increase over the previous record of 312
attendees in Kansas City in 2014. Attendees
represented 114 communities from 30 states,
the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and six
countries. This growth mirrored the growth in
the content, with 29 different sessions featuring
103 speakers, and with a significant number of

macy. The first panel featured two former gang
leaders—Donny Joubert, a former member
of the Bloods and today the vice-president of
the Watts Gang Task Force, and Alfred Lomas,
former gang member from the largest and most
notorious gang in South-Central Los Angeles
and now the executive director of Inner City
7JTJPOTBOEUXPQPMJDFPďDFSTGSPN4PVUI
Los Angeles. These four individuals overcame
mutual distrust to create relationships, respect,
and trust. They have now worked together for
years to improve community safety and build

audience into the discussion to ask questions
and to share their own experiences in their
communities.
This tremendous conference would not have
been possible without the hard work of both
the NACOLE Annual Conference Planning
Committee and the local organizing committee
in Riverside. We thank Brian Center, Wendy
Gamble, Bill Harrison, Robin Jackson, Nicole
Junior, Simone Levine, Camelia Naguib, Dale
Roberts, Deborah Walker, Jayson Wechter,
Carlos Weeden, and Noemi Zamacona, as well

entities working in and around civilian oversight
sending three or more people for training. The
numbers are just part of the story. Among the
nearly 500 attendees, there were people from
the expanding community of civilian oversight
practitioners, community activists working to
establish oversight, academics and researchers,
elected officials, federal attorneys, police officers,
union members, and policy experts from the
United States and abroad.
8FXFSFIPOPSFEUPCFKPJOFECZ7BOJUB
Gupta, Principal Deputy Assistant Attorney
General and head of Civil Rights at the U.S.
Department of Justice, as our keynote speaker.
Her presence was an important recognition of
the critical role that NACOLE and oversight
practitioners play in promoting constitutional
policing, and her address to attendees (discussed
later in this issue) was a clarion call for renewed
vigor as we tackle policing in the 21st Century
and work to build the bridges that will restore
relationships between law enforcement and the
communities they serve.
Another high point in the conference were
two back-to-back sessions on the topic of Racial
Reconciliation, Truth-Telling, and Police Legiti-

community trust. The second panel began with
three individuals from the National Network
for Safe Communities (NNSC): Prof. David
Kennedy of the John Jay School of Criminal
Justice; Dr. Tracie Keesee, a former police captain and director of the National Initiative for
Building Community Trust and Justice; and
Rev. K. Edward Copeland, a former lawyer
and pastor of the New Zion Missionary Baptist Church in Rockford, Ill. After hearing the
stories and experiences of the first panel, Kennedy quickly restructured the second panel to
build off the first and started by modeling the
NNSC’s premise that the very first step in the
process of truth-telling and racial reconciliation
is to address historic tensions, grievances, and
misconceptions between communities and the
police—exactly what had been done in South
Los Angeles. Keesee and Copeland then went
on to describe their experiences and how an
evidence-based approach reduces violence and
serious crime through collaboration between
law enforcement and the communities they
serve—largely poor communities of color.
Together, all seven panelists had a deep and
powerful discussion which then welcomed the

as Local Conference Committee members Jane
Adams, Frank Hauptmann, Robin Jackson, Joe
Ortiz, Phoebe Sherron, Bobby Taylor, and Dale
Williams. A special note of recognition goes
to NACOLE’s staff—Director of Training and
Education Cameron McEllhiney and Director of
Operations Liana Perez—who were critical assets
throughout the planning and development of the
conference, and worked tirelessly to ensure that
the expanded content and the huge increase in
attendance did not take away from the quality of
our individual experiences and the impact of our
collective efforts.
The RFP for conference workshops for the
2016 conference has been released, and we
encourage you to propose topics, speakers, and
sessions. Please visit the NACOLE website at
www.nacole.org for information on how to submit a proposal. Anticipating more great things
to come, we look forward to seeing you all at the
22nd Annual Conference in Albuquerque, New
.FYJDP GSPN4FQUFNCFSUP t
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Brian Corr and Christian J. Klossner are the 2015
Annual Conference Planning Committee co-chairs
and members of the NACOLE Board of Directors.
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2016 Academic Symposium
April 22, 2016

NACOLE is pleased to announce that it will be co-hosting its 2016 Academic
Symposium with the John Jay College of Criminal Justice on April 22, 2016. The
symposium will bring together academics, policy makers, police leaders, oversight
practitioners, and community members to explore issues surrounding civilian
oversight of law enforcement.
The Call for Papers (CFP) has recently been issued to solicit manuscripts for
this 2016 event. Interested authors should submit a 500-word abstract to
symposium@nacole.org by January 15, 2016 at 5:00 p.m. PST.
Academic research and scholarship with the potential to contribute to an evidence
base and research agenda on law enforcement accountability and legitimacy, broadly
defined, is of interest and appropriate for submission. Subject matter is by no means

Photo Courtesy of Brian Corr.

limited to the following issues, but topics of interest include:

n Access and Transparency
n Methodological Approaches
n Outcomes Assessment
n Legal Issues: Privilege and Privacy
n Oversight Models
n Practitioner Partnerships
n Training: Best Practices and Efficacy
n Crime Control Strategies
n Management and Leadership
n Technology: Possibilities and Limitations
n Implicit Bias and How to Overcome It
n Police Use of Force
n Measuring (Mis)conduct
n Community Engagement Through Data and
n Other Strategies
For additional details and a full copy of the CFP, please visit www.nacole.org.
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